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Abstract—Traditional color images only depict color intensities
in red, green and blue channels, often making object trackers
fail in challenging scenarios, e.g., background clutter and rapid
changes of target appearance. Alternatively, material information
of targets contained in a large amount of bands of hyperspectral
images (HSI) is more robust to these difficult conditions. In
this paper, we conduct a comprehensive study on how material
information can be utilized to boost object tracking from three
aspects: benchmark dataset, material feature representation and
material based tracking. In terms of benchmark, we construct a
dataset of fully-annotated videos, which contain both hyperspec-
tral and color sequences of the same scene. Material information
is represented by spectral-spatial histogram of multidimensional
gradient, which describes the 3D local spectral-spatial structure
in an HSI, and fractional abundances of constituted material
components which encode the underlying material distribution.
These two types of features are embedded into correlation filters,
yielding material based tracking. Experimental results on the
collected benchmark dataset show the potentials and advantages
of material based object tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking is one of the fundamental tasks in computer
vision, particularly for video surveillance and robotics. It is a
challenging task to detect the size and location of an object in
video frames given a bounding box of the object in the first
frame. Many efforts have been made to obtain informative
visual cues, such as color intensities [1], [2], color names [3],
texture [4], [5] and more for object tracking. However, tracking
in traditional color videos has its inherent limitations. Trackers
tend to drift in some challenging scenarios, e.g., background
clutter, similar color between tracking target and background,
object rotation and deformation [6]–[11], as also exemplified
by the recent failure of autonomous cars1. In these cases, how-
ever, the underlying material information of foreground and
background is distinct, which can be used for distinguishing
the target from the surrounding environment [12], [13].
Material information can be broadly obtained by two groups
of methods, discriminative and generative. Discriminative ap-
proaches extract material information using visual appearance,
e.g., color, shape, local textures, etc., in a single RGB im-
age [13]–[17]. Such methods fail to identify similar appear-
ances of different materials [13], for example artificial plastic
fruits and real fruits, due to the limitation of color images in
depicting the full physical property of surface reflectance. Al-
ternatively, generative methods represent the material informa-
tion based on the intrinsic reflectance of the material. There-
fore, optical images such as spectral images and time-of-flight
1https://www.tesla.com/blog/tragic-loss
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Fig. 1. An example of HSIs for material identification. (a) shows plastic
(left) and cloth (right) toys. (b) shows their corresponding false-color image
generated from an hyperspectral image. (c)-(e) demonstrate the spectral
responses at several pixels. Though these pixels are similar in color, their
spectra are different.
images are vastly used thanks to more captured information on
the material of the recorded objects [18]–[21]. Hyperspectral
images (HSI) is such a spectral image that records contin-
uous spectrum information instead of monochrome or color
intensities on each object. The spectrum information provides
details on the material constitution of contents in the scene and
increases the inter-object discrimination capability [22]. Fig. 1
shows a sample HSI for material identification from two toy
minions built from different materials. Though pixels 1 and 2
are both black in color, their recorded spectral responses are
different. The same observation can be made from Figs. 1(d)
and 1(e). Benefit from the superior advantages of material
identification along the spectral dimension, HSIs have enabled
many unique applications in remote sensing [23] and computer
vision [12], [22], [24].
Despite the material identification ability of HSIs, how to
effectively extract and use this information for visual object
tracking is faced with many challenges, making this topic
barely investigated. First, the high dimensionality nature of
HSIs caused by large number of spectral bands and lower
spatial resolution because of the imaging mechanism bring dif-
ficulties for robust material information extraction. Traditional
feature extractors developed for monochrome or color images
may not provide highly discriminative material information for
hyperspectral data because of the ignorance of valuable spec-
tral information. Pixel-wise spectral reflectance was adopted as
the feature for object tracking in early attempts [25]–[28], but
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2the spatial structure is ignored. Alternatively, Uzkent et al. [29]
proposed a deep kernelized correlation filter based method
(DeepHKCF) for aerial object tracking at the sacrifice of
valuable spectral information, in which an HSI was converted
to false-color image before passing to a deep convolutional
neural network. Qian et al. [30] selected a set of patches as
convolutional kernels for each band to extract features, but
the correlations among bands were neglected. It is known that
local structure inside an object region facilitates exploiting
material information [16], [31]. Therefore, spectral-spatial
feature extraction methods, which simultaneously consider
local spatial information, local spectral information and joint
local spectral-spatial information in an HSI, are more favorable
for material information representation.
Second, there is a lack of benchmark datasets with high
diversity to support hyperspectral object tracking. One reason
is that with the limitation of most existing hyperspectral
sensors, it is difficult to collect real-time hyperspectral videos
at high frame rate with high signal-to-noise ratio and high
spatial and spectral resolutions. Recently, Uzkent et al. [29]
introduced a synthetic aerial dataset generated by Digital
Imaging and Remote Sensing (DIRSIG) software [29] at 1.42
fps. However, the objects are described at very low frame
rate and in the remote sensing setting, making it difficult to
cover the challenges in close-range computer vision setting,
i.e. rotation, deformation, illumination variation, etc.
In this paper, we tackle object tracking problem from a new
perspective in which the material properties are considered.
The framework of the proposed material based object tracking
is shown in Fig. 2. Our original and novel contributions lie
in three aspects. First, we develop two feature extractors,
local spectral-spatial histogram of multidimensional gradients
(SSHMG) and spatial distribution of materials, to capture the
material properties in an HSI. SSHMG captures the local
spectral-spatial texture information in terms of the spatial and
spectral gradients orientations. The distributions of underlying
constitute materials in the scene are encoded by abundances.
Abundances behave much more like bag-of-words where it
implicitly discover recognition-related structures in the spec-
tral space, making it superior to spectral representation. They
are obtained by hyperspectral unmixing which decomposes an
HSI into constitute spectral (or endmembers) and their cor-
responding fractions (or abundances). Moreover, we develop
an online learning approach to adaptively adjust their relative
importance in object state translation. Second, to evaluate
the material based tracking, we introduce a fully annotated
dataset with 35 hyperspectral videos captured by a commercial
high-speed hyperspectral camera. To our best of knowledge,
this is the first large-scale fully-annotated hyperspectral video
dataset in close-range computer vision setting. We also provide
color videos captured and annotated on the same scene. Third,
extensive experiments with detailed analysis are carried out to
explore a better understanding of how material information
can be used to promote object tracking. The experimental
results show that the proposed material-based tracking even
outperforms several state-of-the-art deep learning based track-
ers. Given increasing adoption of HSIs in computer vision
tasks, we expect our dataset and material based tracker will
provide baselines for future research on object tracking.
II. HYPERSPECTRAL TRACKING BENCHMARK DATASET
In this section, we provide the details about the hyperspec-
tral tracking dataset including data collection, data annotation
and attribute statistics.
A. Data Collection
Recent progress on sensors makes it possible to collect
hyperspectral sequences at video rate. In our research, a
snapshot mosaic hyperspectral camera2 was used to collect
videos. This camera can acquire videos up to 180 hyperspectral
cubes per second, each of which contains 512 × 256 pixels
and 16 bands in the wavelength from 470nm to 620nm. In
our data collection, we captured videos at 25 frames per
second, where a frame refers to a 3D hyperspectral cube with
two dimensions indexing the spatial location and the third
dimension indexing the spectral band. For fair comparison
with color-based tracking methods, RGB videos were also
acquired at the same frame rate in a very close view point
as the hyperspectral videos. The preprocessing steps include
spectral calibration, image registration and color conversion.
Their details are described in the appendix.
B. Data Annotation
We manually drew a single upright bounding box for each
frame to obtain the ground truth location of the target. The
bounding box is represented by the centre location and its
height and width. Though we tried our best to make the hy-
perspectral video and color video capture the same scene, the
detailed location of the target may differ slightly in two types
of videos. To make the ground truth as precise as possible, we
labelled hyperspectral and color videos independently. Each
video was labelled by three volunteers and one of them was
an expert to check the bounding boxes and adjust them if
necessary. With the above strategy, the quality of data labels
is guaranteed.
C. Data Attributes
The whole dataset contains 35 color videos and 35 hy-
perspectral videos with an average of 500 frames in each
sequence. Following the challenging factors listed in [32], we
carefully collected videos to include multiple target categories,
diverse scenarios, rich activities and diverse content etc.,
guaranteeing the generality and complexity of the dataset. For
example, the tracking objects are of high diversity, including
vehicles, faces, people, generic objects, animals, etc. Addi-
tionally, we collected objects in different scenes (indoor and
outdoor) and different viewpoints.
Each video is also labelled with associated challenging
factors out of eleven attributes [32], including illumination
variation (IV), scale variation (SV), occlusion (OCC), defor-
mation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), in-plane
rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), out-of-view (OV),
2https://www.imec-int.com/en/hyperspectral-imaging
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed MHT tracker. SSHMG and abundances are first calculated, then weighted according to their reliability in order to learn
correlation filters. These filters are used to convolve with the candidate patches, yielding multi-channel responses. The sum of the responses is calculated to
get the final response map, whose maximum value indicates the predicted location of the object. Finally, the reliability of each feature is updated according
to the responses, and the filters are updated by BACF.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF DATASET ATTRIBUTES
Attributes SV MB OCC FM LR IPR OPR DEF BC IV OV
SV 22 4 9 2 1 9 14 5 7 7 2
MB 4 5 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 0 0
OCC 9 2 14 2 1 2 4 1 5 5 2
FM 2 1 2 4 2 1 1 0 2 1 0
LR 1 1 1 2 3 0 0 0 2 0 0
IPR 9 2 2 1 0 15 14 4 6 1 0
OPR 14 3 4 1 0 14 19 7 9 2 2
DEF 5 1 1 0 0 4 7 7 3 0 0
BC 7 1 5 2 2 6 9 3 17 1 1
IV 7 0 5 1 0 1 2 0 1 7 1
OV 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 2
background clutters (BC), and low resolution (LR). Table I
shows the number of coincident attributes across all videos.
As can be seen, all the tracking factors are considered and
the most common challenging factors are SV, OPR, IPR, BC
and OCC. These factors remain difficult for color tracking.
With the usage of the material identification ability of HSIs,
it is expected that our dataset will enable improved tracking
performance in some scenes, such as IPR, OPR and BC, where
the shape of objects changes but not the materials.
III. MATERIAL BASED TRACKING
In this section, we give the details of the proposed material
based tracking method, including material feature representa-
tion and feature reliability learning.
A. Spectral-spatial Histogram of Multidimensional Gradients
As analysis earlier, an HSI is a 3D cube, comprising two
spatial dimensions and one spectral dimension. Therefore, it
can be naturally modelled by a third-order tensor without
structural information loss. Previous works show that 3D
spectral-spatial features are effective for HSI processing [33],
[34]. Instead of 2D patches, these features are constructed
in a local 3D spectral-spatial neighborhood. Therefore, spec-
tral information, spatial information and joint spectral-spatial
information are simultaneously taken into consideration. In
addition, since local information is beneficial to object track-
ing [35]–[37] and material information representation [13],
[14], we build a 3D local spectral-spatial histogram of multidi-
mensional gradient (SSHMG) descriptor for an HSI to exploit
local information of materials, which is also less sensitive to
illumination condition. As shown in Fig. 3, given an HSI
T ∈ RW×H×K containing W × H pixels and K bands,
SSHMG is constructed as follows.
First, we convolve T in three modes using a finite differ-
ence filer [-1, 0, 1] to obtain its multidimensional gradients
∇Tx,∇Ty,∇Tk. Transferring the gradients to a spherical
coordinate system, they can be identically represented by
(M, θ, φ), where M represents the spectral-spatial multidi-
mensional gradient magnitude, θ indicates the spatial gradient
orientation, and φ denotes the spectral gradient orientation.
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Fig. 3. Framework of the proposed SSHMG. We first calculate the spectral-spatial multidimensional gradients in an HSI in both spatial and spectral directions,
which is represented by (M, θ, φ) in a spherical coordinate. After that, all the points in a cube are aggregated in spatial and spectral orientations, yielding
cube-level features. Finally the cube-level features are normalized in a local block, resulting block-level features.
Their definitions are given as follows:
M(x, y, k) =
√
∇T 2x +∇T 2y +∇T 2k
θ(x, y, k) = arctan
(∇Ty
∇Tx
)
φ(x, y, k) = arctan
( ∇Tk√
∇T 2x +∇T 2y
) (1)
Subsequently, the tensor is divided to a number of 3D cubes
with the size of z×z×z. For each position in a local cube, its
gradient orientation is then quantized in both spatial dimension
(Bθ) and spectral dimension (Bφ), i.e.,
Bθ(x, y, k) = round
(
nθθ(x, y, k)
2pi
)
mod nθ
Bφ(x, y, k) = round
(
nφφ(x, y, k)
pi
)
mod nφ
(2)
where nθ and nφ respectively denote the number of bins in the
spatial and spectral directions. Based on such quantization, we
can define point-level spatial feature Fθ(x, y, k) and spectral
feature Fφ(x, y, k) for each position as follows:
Fθ(x, y, k)b =
{ M(x, y, k), if b = Bθ(x, y, k)
0, otherwise
(3)
Fφ(x, y, k)b =
{ M(x, y, k), if b = Bφ(x, y, k)
0, otherwise
(4)
where b indexes gradient orientation. Then we aggregate point-
level features to obtain cube-level features Cθ(i, j, s) and
Cφ(i, j, s) by summarising point-level features in a cube,
where 0 ≤ i ≤ b(W − 1)/zc, 0 ≤ j ≤ b(H − 1)/zc and
0 ≤ s ≤ b(K − 1)/zc.
Afterwards, we get the block-level feature v by concatenat-
ing the cube-level feature over overlapping 2×2 spatial blocks
to reduce the sensitivity of feature descriptor to illumination
and foreground- background contrast. v is then normalized to
unit length by dividing with its L2 norm. An element-wise
truncation function Lα is applied to the normalized block-
level feature v to limit the maximum values in a feature
vector to α, which is then renormalized. With such step,
the proposed description is less sensitive to the illumination
changes. Finally, the block-level features are concatenated in
the spectral direction, yielding proposed SSHMG.
B. Material Distribution Learning
Here, we introduce a useful feature, abundances from hy-
perspectral unmixing, to describe detailed material distribution
in a scene. Low spatial resolution of sensor and long distance
from camera to imaging targets cause overlapped spectral re-
sponses of neighboring but different surface materials, leading
to “mixed” pixels. Hyperspectral unmixing decomposes these
pixels into a collection of spectral signatures, or endmembers,
and associated proportions or abundances at each pixel. Fig. 4
provides an example of hyperspectral unmixing. In this scene,
the abundances produced by hyperspectral unmixing clearly
demonstrate the underlying distributions of three materials,
namely, plastic lemon, background, and real lemon.
Modern unmixing methods can be broadly categorised into
three groups, supervised, unsupervised and semi-supervised.
Supervised unmixing breaks this problem into two tasks, end-
member extraction [38], [39] and abundance estimation [40],
[41]. Despite fast speed, supervised methods fail to deal with
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Fig. 4. Unmixing results of a hyperspectral scene. (a) shows the color images
of two lemons. The left lemon is plastic and the right one is real. (b)-(d) give
the abundances generated by hyperspectral unmixing.
complicated situations where pure endmembers are unavail-
able. Alternatively, unsupervised methods integrate both tasks
into a single problem to simultaneously estimate endmembers
and abundances [42], [43], but their performance is limited by
time-consuming optimization steps. Recently, semi-supervised
unmixing has been introduced which assumes the endmembers
are a part of a predefined spectral library [44], [45]. Since
the endmembers are selected from the library, the unmixing
results are more accurate and closer to the spectral signatures
of real-world materials.
Considering the requirements on tracking speed and end-
member accuracy, we adopt semi-supervised methods to select
the endmembers from an offline library built from a large set
of HSIs. These endmembers are used for abundance estimation
in all subsequent frames. The spectral library is constructed
using K-means method to cluster the endmembers extracted
by vertex component analysis (VCA) [38] from a collection
of HSIs into a set of clusters. The spectral reflectance of each
cluster center is considered as an atom in the library. In terms
of endmember selection, let X ∈ RL×N be the target object
in the bounding box, covering L bands and N pixels, the
endmembers are selected using CLSUnSAL [44] by enforcing
group sparsity on the abundance matrix S, which is formulated
as:
min
X
‖X−AS‖2F + λ‖S‖2,1 s.t. S ≥ 0 (5)
where A ∈ RL×M is the predefined spectral library with M
materials. When the CLSUnSAL is converged, the sum of each
row of S is calculated, yielding a vector s with M entries.
Each element in s can be regarded as the total contributions
of a specified material in X. The spectral signatures of top
R elements are then selected, determined by HySime [46],
whose entries are considered as the constitute endmembers
in the scene. Once the endmembers are available, a simplex-
projection unmixing (SPU) [41] method is used for abundance
estimation because of its computational efficiency and superior
performances.
C. Material Based Object Tracking Method
Discriminative correlation filter (DCF) is widely used in
object tracking due to its competitive performance and com-
putational efficiency enabled by fast Fourier transform (FFT).
DCF produces filters by minimizing the output sum of squared
error [1] for all circular shifts of a training sample. The
periodic assumption on training samples causes unwanted
boundary effects, which can be alleviated by adding spatial
regularization [5], [6], [47], [48]. Concretely, background-
aware correlation filter (BACF) considers all background
patches as negative samples by using a rectangular mask
covered central part of the circular samples [47]. Benefit from
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and FFT,
BACF is also computationally efficient.
We adopt BACF [47] as our tracking method considering its
computational efficiency. Under the framework of BACF, our
material based tracking learns the filters fk by the following
objective function:
min
f
1
2
D∑
d=1
‖yd −
N∑
i=1
wi
Ki∑
k=1
fTk Px
d
k‖22 +
λ
2
N∑
i=1
Ki∑
k=1
‖fk‖22
(6)
where x is the material feature, represented by SSHMG and
abundances, wi contains their weights for determining the
location of target, P is a binary matrix which crops the central
patch of xk, ⊗ denotes the spatial convolution operator, λ ≥ 0
is the regularization parameter, and Ki, D represents feature
dimensionality and number of pixels, respectively.
Taking advantages of FFT, the problem in Equation (6) can
be reformulated in the frequency domain as:
min
f
1
2
‖yˆ − Xˆ
√
D(QPT ⊗ IK)f‖22 +
λ
2
‖f‖22 (7)
where Xˆ is a D × KD matrix concatenated with K diag-
onal matrices diag(wixˆk)T and f = [fT1 , · · · , fTk ]. Q is a
orthonormal D × D matrix, which maps any D dimentional
vectorised signal to the Fourier domain. IK is a K×K identity
matrix.ˆand ⊗ denote Discrete Fourier Transform of a signal
and Kronecker product respectively. By introducing auxiliary
matrix gˆ =
√
D(QPT ⊗ IK)f , the Augmented Lagrangian
function is:
L(gˆ, hˆ, ςˆ) =
1
2
‖yˆ − Xˆgˆ‖22 +
λ
2
‖f‖22
+ ςˆT(gˆ −
√
D(QPT ⊗ IK)f)
+
µ
2
‖gˆ −
√
D(QPT ⊗ IK)f‖22
(8)
where µ is regularization factor and ςˆ is the multiplier. This
problem can be divided into three subproblems with closed
form solutions given by:
f ← (µ+ λ√
D
)−1
PQT ⊗ IK√
D
(µgˆ + ςˆ)
gˆd ← 1
µ
(Dyˆdxˆd − ςˆd + µfˆd)
− xˆ
d
µ(xˆd)Txˆd + Tµ
(Dyˆd(xˆd)Txˆd − (xˆd)T ςˆ + µxˆdfˆ)
ςˆ ← ςˆ + µ(gˆ − (QPT ⊗ IK)f)
(9)
6Instead of estimating channel-wise reliability in [48], we use
group-wise reliability to represent the importance of features.
Each group of features jointly represent one typical physical
property. For example, all the channels in the abundances
embody the distribution of underlying materials. Moreover,
group-wise reliability differentiates the discriminative power
of an individual feature. This enables the tracker to adaptively
suppress the effect of less reliable features and enhance
learning from more reliable features.
We evaluate the reliability of each feature using its expres-
siveness in object detection, including overlap reliability score,
distance reliability score and self reliability score. The first two
scores measure the contributions for final object localization.
For overlapping reliability scores, we compute the overlap
ratio between the bounding box from an individual feature
Bti and the final bounding box B
t:
O(Bti , B
t) =
Bti ∩Bt
Bti ∪Bt
. (10)
Then, the overlap reliability score is determined by:
O
′t
i = exp(−(1−O(Bti , Bt))2) (11)
In terms of distance reliability score, we also compare the
differences between the predicted central location Cti from one
particular feature and the final position Ct, formulated as:
D
′t
i = exp
(− ‖Cti − Ct‖22). (12)
In addition, self reliability score measures the trajectory
smoothness degree of feature. It records the shift between the
previous bounding box Bt−1i and the current bounding box
Bti , which is given by:
S
′t
i = exp
( −‖Cti − Ct−1i ‖22
W (Bti ) +H(B
t
i )
)
. (13)
where Ct−1i is the central location determined by the i-th
feature at the (t − 1)-th frame. W (Bti ) and H(Bti ) represent
the width and height of the bounding box, respectively. With
the above reliability measure, the final reliability weights of
different features are given by:
wti =
O
′t
i +D
′t
i + S
′t
i
N∑
i=1
O
′t
i +D
′t
i + S
′t
i
(14)
The model optimization, target detection and model update
are as follows.
Model Optimization. The feature reliability is initialized
with the same value for all the features at the initial frame.
After each frame, the feature reliability is computed by Equa-
tion (14). With these features, the correlation filters are learned
by Equation (9).
Model Detection. SSHMG and abundances extracted from
the candidate area are re-scaled by their reliability weight. To
deal with scale changes, multiple resolutions of the candidate
regions are used. Afterwards, the weighted features are convo-
luted by filter gˆ to derive the channel-wise responses, which
are then summed, resulting the final output response. The
interpolation strategy in [47] is employed to get the desired
location and scale with sub-grid precision.
Model Update. The group reliability is computed by Equa-
tion (14). To account for appearance changes, for example
scale and pose changes and rotation during tracking, group
reliability scores and models are updated by an autoregressive
model with learning rate η, formulated as{
wtmodel = (1− η)wt−1 + ηwt
xˆlmodel = (1− η)xˆl−1 + ηxˆ
(15)
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first investigate our material based
tracking method from a feature representation perspective,
then compare it with some state-of-the-art methods, including
hand-crafted feature based trackers, deep feature based track-
ers and hyperspectral trackers. The parameters of competing
methods are automatically set as suggested in the original
implementation. Moreover, the attribute-based and quality-
based comparison are also presented.
A. Experimental Setting
In our experiments, the parameters of SSHMG were set
as α = 0.2, z = 4, nθ = 9, nφ = 4. The learning rate η
was set to 0.0023. All the other parameters were set to the
same as those in BACF [47]. All methods were tested on a
Windows machine equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7800X
CPU@3.50GHz and 128GB RAM.
Three evaluation protocols, including precision plot, success
plot and area under curve (AUC), were adopted to describe
the performance of all the trackers. Precision plot records the
fractions of frames whose estimated location is within a given
distance threshold to the ground truth. The average distance
precision rate is reported at a threshold of 20 pixels. Success
plot shows the percentages of successful frames whose overlap
ratio between the predicted bounding box and ground-truth is
larger than a certain threshold varied from 0 to 1. AUC of each
success plot is also selected as an evaluation measure to rank
all trackers. All the results are presented one-pass evaluation
(OPE), i.e., a tracker is run throughout a test sequence with
initialization from the ground truth position in the initial frame.
B. Effectiveness of Proposed Material Feature
In this experiment, we compare the effectiveness of five
feature extractors, including spectrum, histogram of oriented
gradients (HOG), band-wise HOG (BHOG) [29], abundances,
SSHMG, and SSHMG combined with material abundances
(abbreviated as MHT). For spectrum, the raw spectral response
at each pixel was employed as the feature for tracking. HOG
was calculated following [49], whose cell size and orientations
were set to 4× 4 and 9 respectively. BHOG was constructed
by concatenating the HOG feature across all the bands. In this
experiment, except for MHT in which the reliability weights
were assigned in BACF, all other tracking steps were based
on the framework of the original BACF.
Fig. 5 compares object tracking performance using different
features. Spectral feature provides the worst accuracy among
all the compared methods, as the raw spectrum is sensitive
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Fig. 5. Precision plot and success plot of different features on the collected hyperspectral video dataset. The average distance precision scores at a threshold
of 20 pixels and AUCs of the trackers are specified in the legends.
to illumination changes. Abundances exploit the underlying
material distribution information, giving better performance.
HOG and BHOG consider the local spatial structure infor-
mation which is crucial for object tracking, therefore, pro-
duce more favorable results. SSHMG depicts local spectral-
spatial structure information, yielding a gain of 0.4% in AUC
compared with HOG. Notably, replacing the SSHMG with
the combination of abundances and SSHMG allows MHT to
dominate SSHMG and HOG by a relatively large margin in
average distance precision scores. This is owing to the hybrid
benefit from SSHMG and abundances. From this experiment,
we can infer that generic descriptors proposed in color images
may not adapt well to robust material information representa-
tion of HSIs. In contrast, spectral-spatial material features are
more effective in providing more discriminative information
for target tracking.
C. Quantitative Comparison with Hand-crafted Feature-based
Trackers.
In this experiment, we compare the proposed MHT
tracker with ten state-of-the-art color trackers with hand-
crafted features, including KCF [4], fDSST [50], SRDCF [5],
MUSTer [51], SAMF [52], Struck [53], CNT [54], BACF [47],
CSR-DCF [48], and MCCT [55]. The MHT tracker was tested
on hyperspectral videos. Since all the alternative trackers were
developed for color videos, they were run on both color videos
and false-color videos generated from hyperspectral videos.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the tracking performance of all
methods. The results show that KCF and Struck give un-
satisfying success scores because of limited consideration of
scale estimation. MUSter also produces inferior performance
due to the fact that it fails to detect the key points when
the object shares similar appearance as the background. CSR-
DCF, BACF and SRDCF integrate the background information
to learn more discriminative filters, resulting in much better
tracking performance. It is worth mentioning that the proposed
MHT tracker achieves noticeable improvement over the origi-
nal BACF, when original BACF was run on both color videos
and hyperspectral videos respectively, providing a gain of
7.2% and 3.4% in AUC. In addition, compared with the other
trackers, our approach ranks top over a range of thresholds,
by achieving an AUC of 61.2%, followed by MCCT on
color dataset. This implies that MHT well represents the
image content using detailed constitute material distribution
information and local spectral-spatial information contained
in an HSI. Such information is beneficial to enabling a tracker
to distinguish the target from the background. Furthermore,
due to adaptive feature robustness learning, our tracker is able
to make full use of more reliable features to learn correlation
filters.
D. Quantitative Comparison with Deep Feature-based Track-
ers
In this section, we select several state-of-the-art deep
feature-based trackers for comparison, including ECO [57],
CF2 [58], TRACA [37], CFNet [59], HDT [60], DSiam [61],
DeepSRDCF [62], and C-COT [56]. As reported in Table II,
the proposed method achieves competitive performance with
C-COT on color videos and significantly outperforms the other
trackers on both color and false-color videos. The reason of
lower performance of other methods is the challenging nature
of the dataset which contains background cluster, rotation and
deformation, etc. In addition, most of deep trackers present
lower AUCs in hyperspectral dataset. This means useful spec-
tral information contained in hyperspectral videos is lost in
the false-color videos.
E. Quantitative Comparison with Hyperspectral Trackers.
We also compared our method with two recent hyperspectral
trackers, CNHT [30] and DeepHKCF [29]. Both CNHT and
DeepHKCF are based on KCF but use different features. In
CNHT, normalized three-dimensional patches were selected
from the target region in the initial frame as fixed convolution
kernels for feature extraction in succeeding frames. In terms
of DeepHKCF, an HSI was converted into false-color image
to learn deep features by VGGNet.
Fig. 8 presents the tracking results of all competing hyper-
spectral trackers. The results show that CNHT gives inferior
accuracy due to the fact that it only considers fixed positive
samples in learning convolutional filters. Without negative
patches in the surrounding background, the features pro-
duced by the fixed convolutional filters are not discriminative
enough to learn a robust model, significantly deteriorating
the prediction of object location. In contrast, VGGNet uses
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Fig. 6. Comparisons with hand-crafted feature-based trackers on RGB videos. MHT outperforms all the other trackers.
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Fig. 7. Comparisons with hand-crafted feature-based trackers on hyperspectral videos or corresponding false-color videos. MHT achieves the best accuracy
with an AUC of 61.2%.
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH DEEP TRACKERS IN TERMS OF AUC. THE TOP TWO VALUES ARE HIGHLIGHTED BY RED AND BLUE.
Video MHT C-COT [56] ECO [57] CF2 [58] CFNet [59] HDT [60] DSiam [61] DeepSRDCF [62] TRACA [37]
Color n/a 0.617 0.575 0.483 0.580 0.453 0.564 0.571 0.570
Hyperspectral/False-color 0.612 0.561 0.586 0.486 0.522 0.480 0.502 0.566 0.565
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Fig. 8. Comparison with hyperspectral trackers.
both positive and negative samples to learn discriminative
feature representation. Therefore, DeepHKCF shows more
competitive performance than CNHT. However, since HSIs are
converted into three-channel false-color images before passing
through the VGGNet, the complete spectral-spatial structural
information in an HSI is not fully explored. This makes
DeepHKCF fail to outperform the proposed MHT tracker.
Combining local spectral-spatial texture information and de-
tailed material information, the proposed MHT achieves the
most appealing performance. This experiment again suggests
that material information facilitates object tracking.
F. Attribute-based Evaluation
In this experiment, we report the tracking effectiveness
with respect to different video attributes. For simplicity, we
only present the performance of top 9 color trackers on color
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ATTRIBUTE-BASED COMPARISON ON HYPERSPECTRAL/COLOR VIDEOS. THE BEST TWO RESULTS ARE SHOWN IN RED AND BLUE FONTS. OUR TRACKER
RANKS THE FIRST ON 5 OUT OF 11 ATTRIBUTES: IPR, OPR, DEF, BC, AND OV.
Attributes MHT C-COT [56] MCCT [55] CFNet [59] ECO [57] DeepSRDCF [62] TRACA [37] DSiam [61] BACF [47] CSR-DCF [48]
SV 0.609 0.613 0.563 0.591 0.577 0.531 0.526 0.561 0.525 0.518
MB 0.619 0.683 0.592 0.603 0.626 0.614 0.584 0.605 0.526 0.615
OCC 0.508 0.564 0.468 0.489 0.523 0.528 0.460 0.502 0.426 0.394
FM 0.579 0.662 0.604 0.605 0.558 0.679 0.535 0.565 0.541 0.390
LR 0.512 0.566 0.545 0.436 0.450 0.518 0.338 0.521 0.329 0.469
IPR 0.705 0.677 0.687 0.664 0.639 0.653 0.650 0.656 0.658 0.641
OPR 0.707 0.677 0.657 0.671 0.648 0.627 0.654 0.654 0.635 0.646
DEF 0.687 0.619 0.627 0.678 0.604 0.558 0.668 0.643 0.577 0.655
BC 0.653 0.602 0.595 0.590 0.590 0.519 0.588 0.603 0.524 0.604
IV 0.490 0.558 0.441 0.497 0.549 0.550 0.457 0.357 0.458 0.309
OV 0.768 0.722 0.519 0.718 0.736 0.727 0.740 0.666 0.666 0.726
HSI-#0010 HSI-#0241 HSI-#0524
HSI-#0010 HSI-#0257 HSI-#0524
HSI-#0010 HSI-#0184 HSI-#0363
HSI-#0010 HSI-#0259 HSI-#0305
MHT BACF MCCT ECO GroundTruth
Fig. 9. Qualitative evaluation on 4 video sequences (i.e., rubik, drive, worker, forest).
videos and MHT on hyperspectral videos. Table III reports the
AUCs of all the trackers. MHT ranks the first on 5 out of 11
attributes: IPR, OPR, SV, DEF and BC. In BC situations, it is
difficult to extract robust features from the target in a color im-
age. In contrast, the material information can be captured by an
HSI and represented by the proposed SSHMG and abundance
features, helping our tracker to discriminate the object from the
background. On the videos with DEF, OPR and IPR attributes,
the tracking target is partly or fully deteriorated, which makes
the spatial structure information unreliable. Compared with
spatial information, the underlying material information is
more robust. Thanks to the superior advantages of the pro-
posed SSHMG and abundances in spectral-spatial material
structure representation and underlying material information
exploitation, MHT tracker is more capable of separating target
from surrounding environment. It is also observed that MHT
fails to outperform color trackers in IV. The main reason is
that the endmembers are fixed during tracking, which are in
fact related to illumination condition.
G. Qualitative Comparisons
Here we provide qualitative evaluations of the competing
trackers on sample hyperspectral or false-color videos, as
shown in Fig. 9. Due to ensemble trackers, MCCT provides
better performance in rotation (drive), deformation (rubik)
and clutter conditions (forest). BACF drifts away when a
target is in low-resolution (worker) and shares similar color
as the background (forest). Thanks to the high robustness of
material properties, MHT shows higher robustness in tracking
the objects in these scenarios.
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TABLE IV
SEQUENCES IN OUR BENCHMARK.
Ball Basketball Board1 Board2 Book
SV, MB, OCC FM, MB, OCC, LR IPR, OPR, BC IPR, OPR, BC IPR, DEF, OPR
Bus Bus2 Campus Car Car2
LR, BC, FM IV, SV, OCC, FM IV, SV, OCC SV, IPR, OPR SV, IPR, OPR
Car3 Coin Coke Card Drive
SV, IPR, OPR, OCC, IV BC BC, IPR, OPR, FM, SV IPR, BC, OCC BC, IPR, OPR, SV
Excavator Face Face2 Forest Forest2
IPR, OPR, SV, OCC, DEF IPR, OPR, SV, MB IPR, OPR, SV, OCC BC, OCC BC, OCC
Fruit Hand Kangaroo Kangaroo2 Player
BC, OCC BC, SV, DEF, OPR BC, SV, DEF, OPR, MB BC, SV, DEF,OPR IPR, DFF, OPR, SV
Playground Paper Pedestrian Pedestrian2 Rubik
SV, OCC IPR, BC IV, SV IV, SV, OCC DEF, IPR, OPR
Student Toy1 Toy2 Toy3 Worker
IV, SV BC, OCC BC, SV, OV, OPR BC, OCC, SV, IV, OPR, OV SV, LR, BC
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a benchmark dataset for object
tracking in hyperspectral videos and study the task from a
new perspective where the material information is explored.
The material information is embodied in the proposed SSHMG
and abundance features. SSHMG encodes the local spectral-
spatial texture information by summarising the occurrences of
spectral-spatial multidimensional gradients orientation in local
cubes of an HSI. Abundance describes detailed constituent
material distribution using hyperspectral unmixing approach.
Extensive experiments on the hyperspectral benchmark dataset
demonstrate that the material properties contribute to moving
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object tracking especially in background cluster, object rota-
tion and deformation scenes, confirming that material infor-
mation in HSIs have great potential in object tracking. In our
future work, we will develop a material based convolutional
neural network to investigate deep spectral-spatial material
information for object tracking.
APPENDIX A
APPENDIX
Here, we show the first frame of all the sequences in the
collected dataset in Table IV. We show the ground truth
bounding box in the first frame of RGB video for more
natural color visualization. Each video is also labeled with the
challenging factors according to 11 attributes listed in [32],
including illumination variation (IV), scale variation (SV),
occlusion (OCC), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast
motion (FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation
(OPR), out-of-view (OV), background clutters (BC), and low
resolution (LR). The whole dataset contains 35 color videos
and 35 hyperspectral videos with an average of 500 frames in
each sequence. The hyperspectral videos are further converted
to false-color videos. The full dataset and benchmark including
the sequences, annotations and associate code will be available
online after the review process. Some preprocessing steps are
listed as follows.
Spectral Calibration: Our calibration process involves two
steps: dark calibration and spectral correction. Dark calibration
aims to remove the effect of noises produced by the camera
sensor. We performed dark calibration by subtracting a dark
frame from the captured image, in which the dark frame
was captured when lens was covered by a cap. The goal
of spectral calibration is to suppress the contributions of
unwanted second order responses, for example response to
wavelengths leaking into the filters. By applying the sensor-
specific spectral correction matrix on the acquired reflectance,
the resulted spectrum is more consistent with the expected
spectrum. An example is given in Fig. 10. The blue curve
is acquired spectrum without correction and the red curve is
corrected spectrum.
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Fig. 10. Effect of spectral correction.
Color to Hyperspectral Image Registration: We reg-
istered the hyperspectral sequences and color sequences to
make them describe almost the same scene. Specifically, we
manually selected some points in the initial frame of both hy-
perspectral and color videos as key points. These points were
matched and then used for the geometrical transformation.
Finally, the resulting matrix was used to transform the color
image in all the subsequent frames to align with corresponding
hyperspectral frames.
Hyperspectral to Color Image Conversion: We converted
hyperspectral videos to false color videos using CIE color
matching functions (CMFs) 3. The CMFs indicate the weights
of each wavelength in a hyperspectral imagery (HSI) when
they are used to generate red, green, and blue channels. Given
an HSI X ∈ RN×K with N pixels and K bands, this step
converts the HSI to a CIE XYZ image, formulated as
I =
K∑
k=1
X(:, k)A(k, :) (16)
where A ∈ RK×3 are the CMFs. Here we used 10-deg XYZ
CMFs transformed from the CIE (2006) with a step size of
0.1nm. After that, I is converted to the default RGB colour
space sRGB. Furthermore, the color transformation method
in [63] was applied to make the color intensity of converted
image close to that of corresponding collected color frames.
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